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Law and literature movement sprung up in America in 1970s. She has lived 
through 40 years so far, during which she has presented some different 
directions such as the hermeneutic, the narrative and the ethical and so on. Her 
criticizing of law and economics face to face was always on fire. This thesis 
aims at researching law and literature from the vision of interdisciplinary study 
and attempts to answer the following essential issues: What is law in law and 
literature? What can literature provide to law? What does law and literature aim 
at? 
Chapter 1 mainly examines the academic origins of law and literature 
movement, including diachronic origins and synchronic origins. The diachronic 
origins are theorists’ discussion of law and literature from which Plato to 
modern American scholars before the movement. And the synchronic origins 
refer to some academic schools or trends which generated around the same time 
as the movement and supported or opposed her.  
Chapter 2 describes in detail the history and thoughts of the movement, 
attempting to analyze the viewpoints of main scholars in the movement in the 
framework of theoretical branches. 
As we know, the two movements, law and literature and law and 
economics, have been being in battle. Therefore, in chapter 3, I will show how 
Posner, the representative personage in law and economics movement, 
criticized law and literature, and present my own criticism of his criticism to 
defend law and literature. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the essential issues of the movement. What can account 
for the movement which is called “insufficient interdisciplinary study” or has 
“elusive connection between law and literature”? Subchapter 1 reveals that the 















the movement. Among the different definitions, there are logical relationships, 
by which the elusive branches can be integrated effectively. Subchapter 2 
explores the feasible path of law and literature under the currently ethical, 
historical and ideological conditions, namely, a humanistic approach. This 
approach might count as a manifesto or a theoretical ambition of law and 
literature. 
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分而治之。（Divide et impera） 
                                            ——西方古谚语 
在所有的学问里，法学是 崇高、 全面的；并且，在其一般含义上，
法学包括所有的一切，不论是人事抑或神事。 
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